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Master Data Management &
Integration Simplified.
Get data-fluid with Qubix Cloudbridge. Enable the
smooth flow of data between your apps, processes and
systems with a central hub for data integration and
master data management.
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Are you
data fluid?
Successful enterprise
systems need fluidity.
Today's business requires smooth flows of data
between multiple applications and systems. They
need the seamless flow of month-end reporting

INFORMATION AND SYSTEM
SPRAWL

processes - each step of which is dependant on
preceding steps; and they need the smooth flow
of business processes such as master data
management and change approvals.
As enterprise systems become larger and more
complex, these smooth flows can seize up. User

DATA MISMATCHES AND
INCONSISTENCIES

interfaces become challenging to use; data
changes become less visible and traceable and
processes become increasingly dependant on IT
departments.

DATA DRAG, DISCORD AND
DELAY
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Seamlessly connect and unify
data, systems, applications and
processes across your business.
Qubix Cloudbridge is designed to enable business and finance teams to keep
business processes and data flowing smoothly to maximise productivity.
Cloudbridge functions as the central hub through which all data and processes
flow - allowing users to manage all flows from a single place.

Data Integration
Breakdown data silos and unify your IT application
landscape. Connect on-premises systems, cloud
applications and other source systems with speed
and ease using a powerful built-in integration engine
or leading platforms such as ODI or SSIS.

Master Data Management
Cloudbridge provides a central hub that allows users
to synchronise, edit and enrich data flowing between
the different applications within the enterprise
system. Ensure data quality and control while
providing data when and where it's needed.

Track and monitor all data
integration tasks and activities
using a central dashboard.
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Automating data flows
Integrate on-premises systems, cloud applications and
other source systems with speed and ease.

The Cloudbridge Process-Builder provides a visual toolkit to create data flows and multistep system processes. In one place, a user can see and manage all the components and
processes that make up the enterprise system.
At the heart of the Process-Builder are systems and processes. A system can represent any
application on the organisation’s estate, such as an ERP or reporting application. A process
is an automated task that can be performed on a system, for example, loading data, running
a calculation script or executing a query. A process might be dependant on other operations
being performed first, and these dependencies can be modelled by linking them together in
a workflow. In this way, fully automated process flows can be built via point and click to
perform all the tasks required to manage a system or application, including month-end data
loads, data migration from a budgeting tool to an analytical application or daily backups.
The Process-Builder is provided with a comprehensive library of pre-built tasks, including
modules for Essbase, PBCS, Oracle databases and the OAC platform. Combined with the
point and click user interface, it’s quick to design processes using proven tools.
Once designed, a chain of processes can be run or scheduled from either the start point or
any point further down the chain. Detailed live logging provides full transparency about
activity while the processes are running. The details of multiple environments are recorded,
allowing a process to be designed and tested on Development and UAT environments, then
deployed in Production from within the same Cloudbridge application. This capability
removes the need for the migration of code and data between environments, thus saving
time and reducing errors.

Cloudbridge's visual Process
Builder makes it easy to design
integration workflows and view
your organisation's entire IT
landscape.
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Master data hub
Provide a single source of truth with a central hub for all
your master data.

The visual dimension editor is the central hub for all the master data in the organisation.
Master data hierarchies will be fully or partially sourced from external applications as well
as manually edited via the treeview. Drag/drop and copy/paste functions provide rapid
editing of hierarchies.
A key benefit of master data management is the ability to maintain a single hierarchy as a
“golden source” of data for multiple applications. A chart of accounts, for example, could be
used by an ERP application and a planning and budgeting system. Each application might
require different attribute sets for the hierarchy members, so Cloudbridge allows a
different set of attribute definitions for each application in the organisation. Attributes can
be assigned data types and picklists to ensure data integrity.
Cloudbridge supports shared members in alternate hierarchies within a dimension in a way
that is fully compatible with Oracle Essbase and EPM products. The first occurrence of a
member in the hierarchy is the reference member. All other occurrences are treated as
shared members, displaying the attributes of the reference member.
Organisations might need to track changes made to hierarchies, view a hierarchy as it was
at a previous point in time, or roll back to an earlier version. The Cloudbridge dimension
editor supports Type 2 slowly changing hierarchies. With this option enabled, every version
of the dimension is stored so that comparisons with previous versions can be made or
reverted.

Review and edit hierarchies
quickly and easily using the
Dimension Hierarchy menu.
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Table editing
Maintain lists of mapping codes and system parameters
between different applications quickly and easily.

Cloudbridge provides a fully-featured table editor to manage the data in any Oracle or SQL
Server database in the organisation. For example, it might be necessary to maintain
exchange rates or lists of mapping codes between different applications. The spreadsheetlike editor allows copy and pasting of data ranges and selection of values from lists and
attribute dimensions. Users can filter the data view with criteria specified for multiple
columns. The current view is downloadable at any time to a CSV file.

Process automation
Automate the execution of simple or sophisticated
multi-step workflows using the built-in scheduler.

The workflow scheduler enables full process automation through Cloudbridge. A workflow
contains one or more job steps executed in sequence. Upon completion, the workflow will
email a breakdown of the outcome of each step. Once a workflow is set up, its execution can
be automated via the scheduler. A schedule can be either file or time triggered. File
triggered schedules monitor a specified location for the presence of a trigger file. As soon as
the file appears the workflow runs. This capability is useful for situations where the
organisation needs new data to be loaded whenever it becomes available. Time triggered
schedules can run daily, weekly or monthly at intervals as small as 5 minutes for effectively
real-time data processing.

Use the built-in workflow
scheduler to automate key
integration jobs. Trigger the
execution using a specific file or
time interval.
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Approvals workflows
Ensure data governance without compromising
collaboration with multi-role approvals workflows.

Using Cloudbridge, the organisation can ensure that all changes to master data are
reviewed, approved and audited, providing transparency at every stage. Approvals
workflows can be created for each dimension and table. Each workflow can contain multiple
steps if the changes require approval at more than one level. For each stage, define one or
more users who need to approve the changes. When the changes are complete, the users
are notified via email and the changes can be previewed in Cloudbridge before accepting or
rejecting them. Every change and subsequent approval is logged to provide a full audit trail.

User process design
Interact with a highly intuitive, point-and-click UI with
virtually no learning curve.

Qubix Cloudbridge helps business and finance teams take back control of data processing.
In many organisations, the tasks of managing hierarchies, running data transfers, editing
tables and managing job schedules are performed by different applications and require
users to learn different interfaces. This complexity, combined with the often technical
nature of the applications, results in business and finance teams depending on IT
departments to run the systems. Cloudbridge places all functions within a single, consistent
interface, so there is only one application to learn. The user interface follows the design
conventions familiar to all users of mobile applications so that it is easy to learn. Master
data management no longer has to be carried out using spreadsheets. Instead, hierarchies
are managed using an intuitive treeview that allows members to be dragged into the correct
positions. Process flows can also be created using drag and drop in the Process-Builder.
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Security
Cloudbridge uses recognized encryption standards
giving our users peace of mind.

Data security is central to Cloudbridge. The application employs group-based security for
every object, and a drag/drop user interface makes it easy to assign permissions. Group
permissions for every object can be set to “No Access”, “Read” or “Write”, and if a user is a
member of multiple groups, then the most restrictive access level will apply.
For master data management, Cloudbridge allows security set for specific levels or even
members of a hierarchy. Groups can be permitted to update specific levels or members
within a hierarchy while having read-only access to the rest. It’s also possible to hide
sections of a hierarchy from users by setting access at that point to “No Access”.
A security audit report is available at any time.
Customer access to Cloudbridge is via the Internet. TLS 1.2 encryption technology is
available for Service access. TLS connections are negotiated for at least 112-bit encryption
or stronger. The private key used to generate the cipher key uses the SHA256RSA
algorithm with at least 2048 bits.
Additionally, two types of user credentials are stored encrypted within the Service:
Qubix Cloudbridge Service credentials - these are encrypted using the cryptographic
hashing function “bcrypt” (based on Blowfish encryption)
Third-party Service credentials - these are encrypted using the symmetric encryption
algorithm “Triple DES”
All user interaction with Cloudbridge requires an authenticated session. Once this has been
established successfully, the authenticated users’ authorised actions within the application
are checked on every access and unauthorised actions are blocked.
When a customer signs up for a new subscription to Cloudbridge, one “System
Administrator” user is initially created. This user can create other users and assign them
specific roles within the application.
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Security
Cloudbridge uses recognized encryption standards
giving our users peace of mind.

Login attempts to Cloudbridge are logged with the originating IP address. If ten or more
unsuccessful login attempts are made from a single IP address, this IP is blocked from
further attempts for 2 minutes. If a user forgets their password, they can request that a
“System Administrator” user reset it. This reset will send an e-mail notification to the user
with a temporary password and require them to enter a new password on login.

Service infrastructure
Cloudbridge is supported by Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure.

Cloudbridge is supported by an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure backbone. Each customer with
an active subscription to the Service is designated a Service instance in OCI in one or more
subnets (Demonstration, Test and Production). Each subnet uses rule-based access control
and IP whitelisting to restrict external access. All subnets reside within a Virtual Private
Cloud (VPC) which further segregates all contained Service instances from any other OCI
instances.

Set user access permissions to
Read, Write or No Access for any
object.
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HOW WE CAN HELP

Business process knowledge and
industry specific experience
Driver-based Planning & Budgeting

Cost Allocations

Strategic Workforce Planning

Customer Profitability

Capital Expense Planning

KPI & Balance Scorecards

Project Financial Planning

HR Analytics

Financial Close Automation

Predictive Modelling

Account Reconciliation

M&A Modelling

Cash Flow Forecasting

Debt, Liquidity & Capital Analysis

Franchise / Group Reporting

Autonomous Data Warehouse

Board & Management Reporting

Advanced Analytics

Regulatory Reporting (GAAP / IFRS)

Data Orchestration

Global contact details
Website
www.qubix.com/cloudbridge

Email
sales@qubix.com

Telephone
Visit our website
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